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The advantages of using quantum systems for performing many computational tasks have already been
established. Several quantum algorithms have been developed which exploit the inherent property of quantum
systems such as superposition of states and entanglement for efficiently performing certain tasks. The experi-
mental implementation has been achieved on many quantum systems, of which nuclear magnetic resonance has
shown the largest progress in terms of number of qubits. This paper describes the use of a spin-7/2 as a
three-qubit system and experimentally implements the half-adder and subtractor operations. The required
qubits are realized by partially orienting133Cs nuclei in a liquid-crystalline medium, yielding a quadrupolar
split well-resolved septet. Another feature of this paper is the proposal that labeling of quantum states of
system can be suitably chosen to increase the efficiency of a computational task.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been achieved towards the de
opment of quantum logic@1–3# and quantum algorithms
such as prime factorization@4#, Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm
@5,6#, quantum error correction@7–10#, quantum Fourier
transform @11–13#, and quantum database search@14–16#.
The experimental implementation continues to be in ea
stages with nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! demonstrat-
ing the widest applications. Several algorithms and logi
operations have been implemented using both one- and
dimensional NMR, utilizing Hamiltonian evolution@13,15–
19#, as well as transition selective pulses@20–28#. The op-
erations carried out so far include single operations suc
XOR, NOT, SWAP, XNOR, AND/OR, Toffoli, Cn-NOT gates
@17,19,21–25,29–34#, as well as multi-operation gate
named ‘‘Portmanteau Gates’’@21,24,25#. Complete set of re-
versible one-to-one two-qubit gates as well as many 3
qubit gates have been implemented@10,24,25,35,36#. Gates
are the fundamental units of any arithmetic and logical
eration. Combination of these gates in a given fashion gi
rise to a particular arithmetic operation. Two-bit addition a
subtraction are important arithmetic operations that form
basis for many computations such as multiplication and
vision.

Possibilities of quantum arithmetic operations such a
quantum half-adder and quantum subtractor operations h
been discussed@37–39#, but so far, to the best of our know
edge, not implemented experimentally. In this paper an
perimental implementation of these quantum operation
carried out using a partially oriented133Cs nucleus in a liq-
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uid crystalline medium, which has a nuclear spin of 7
gives rise to a well-resolved quadrupolar septet and can
considered as a three-qubit system@40#. An additional fea-
ture of this paper is a demonstration that energy level lab
ing schemes need not follow a conventional system, but
be adopted for best efficiency for a given computation.

II. REVERSIBLE LOGIC

A. Half-adder operation

Classically a half-adder operation is defined on two bits
‘‘sum5A% B’’ and ‘‘carry5A`B,’’ where % indicates addi-
tion modulo-2 and` indicatesAND operation. From the
truth table of this operation, given in Table I, the input
output mapping is many-to-one and is thus irreversib
Since quantum operations are carried out using unitary
erations, they have to be reversible. This reversibility can
achieved by using an ancillary bit. The truth table and
circuit diagram of the half-adder using an ancillary bit a
given in Table II and Fig. 1~a!, respectively. In this scheme
the bit C in the input and the bitA8 in the output are redun
dant.

B. Subtractor operation

The classical subtraction operation using two bits is a
irreversible~Table I! and can be made reversible using
ancillary bit @Table II and Fig. 1~b!#. Here the bitA in the
input and bitB8 in the output are redundant.

It may be pointed out that Table II contains truth tables
a three-qubit system and has eight inputs and eight outp
of which only four are needed in both half-adder and su
tractor operations. The rest of the four states withC51 for
the half-adder operation andA51 for the subtractor opera
tion, and their outputs are not needed, but when includ
give complementary carry and borrow outputs. Therefore
effect, one obtains both the carry and borrow and th
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complement in half-adder and subtractor operations us
complete three-bit truth table of Table II. The compleme
may be useful for some other arithmetic operations.

III. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of quantum half-adder and subtrac
operations using a spin-7

2 system by NMR is achieved usin
a lyotropic liquid crystal consisting of a mixture of cesium
pentadecaflouro octanoate and D2O, which exhibits an ori-
ented phase at 293 K.

The Zeeman Hamiltonian including the first-order quad
polar coupling arising due to orientational order, is given

H5v0I z1
e2qQ

4I ~2I 21!
~3I z

22I 2!S, ~1!

wherev052gB0 is the Larmor frequency,S the order pa-
rameter at the site of nucleus, ande2qQ the quadrupolar
coupling constant. The nuclear Zeeman energy is small c
pared tokTR ~wherek is the Boltzmann’s constant andTR
the room temperature! and the quadrupolar coupling is sma
compared to the Zeeman energy. Hence under h
temperature and high-field approximations, the Boltzma
distribution of populations becomes linear@41#. 133Cs ~spin
57/2! system has eight energy levels and the population
these levels are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 2~a!,
where only the differences from a uniform large backgrou
population are shown schematically. There are seven sin

TABLE I. Truth tables of an irreversible half-adder operatio
and a subtractor operation.

Half-adder Subtractor
Input Output Output

A B A1B Carry A2B Borrow
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 0

TABLE II. Input and output states of a reversible half-add
operation and a subtractor operation using the conventional labe
scheme.
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quantum transitions due to residual first-order quadrup
coupling@Fig. 2~a!#. The intensities of the various transition
si ,i 11 between two successive levelsi and i 11 are given by

si ,i 115~pi2pi 11!z^ i uI xu i 11& z2, ~2!

wherepi are populations and̂i uI xu i 11& are the matrix ele-
ments of thex component of the spin-angular momentumI x .
The theoretical and experimental integrated intensity ra
are given in the caption of Fig. 2. Ratios of integrated inte
sities are taken since various lines have different widths~be-
tween 20 Hz and 80 Hz at half maximum! @42#. At equilib-
rium all pi2pi 11 are equal and the theoretical intensities a
proportional tou^ i uI xu i 11&u2 @Fig. 2~a!#.

In order to use this spin system as a three-qubit syst
the various energy levels can be given different states
three qubits. One such labeling scheme is shown in the t
column of Table II. Using this as input, the output of ha
adder and subtractor logics are shown respectively in
fourth and fifth of Table II. To implement the half-adde
operation using the labeling scheme of Table II we need
apply a cascade of population inversion~transition selective
p) pulses given by the sequence

half-adder5p7p6p5p7p6 , ~3!

where the subscripts refer to the transition number given
Table II ~first column! and Fig. 2~a!, and the order of the
pulses reads from the right to left~such that the first pulse is
p6). The half-adder operation yields the output given in t
fourth column of Table II. The subtractor operator needs n
transition selective pulses in the sequence,

subtractor5p3p2p3p5p4p3p2p5p7 , ~4!

yielding the output given in the fifth column of Table II. I
may be mentioned that the pulses are applied to the the
equlibrium states and the resulting final state is read b
small-angle (10°) detection pulse to maintain linear respo
@25,41#.

Both the sequences given above are the optimum~mini-
mum number of pulses! with the conventional labeling
scheme of Table II, in which the various energy levels a

ng

FIG. 1. Circuit diagrams of~a! reversible half-adder operatio
and ~b! reversible subtractor operation. In the case of half-ad
operation,B8 is the sum andC8 is the carry, and in the case o
subtractor operation,C8 is the subtraction andA8 is the borrow.
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labeled according to the increasing energy@40#. However,
from a computational point of view, there is no compellin
reason to follow only the above labeling scheme. A
scheme should be equally valid provided only one labe

FIG. 2. ~a! The equilibrium spectrum of133Cs of the lyotropic
liquid crystal consisting of a mixture of cesium pentadecaflo
octanoate and D2O at 293 K recorded at 65.59 MHz in a 11.8
~500 MHz! NMR spectrometer. The transitions are labeled in
increasing frequency, as indicated in Table III. Also shown sc
matically on the right-hand side are the equilibrium populations
various energy levels. The spectra and the populations after
implementations of~b! half-adder@Eq. ~5!#, ~c! subtractor@Eq. ~6!#,
and~d! C2-NOT gate~implemented by a single transition selectivep
pulse on transition 2!. The theoretical~THEORY! and experimental
~EXPT! integrated intensities of the equilibrium spectrum~a! and
spectra obtained after the implementation of the logic operat
~b!–~d! are ~a! THEORY: ~7.0!:~12.0!:~15.0!:~16.0!:~15.0!:~12.0!:
~7.0!, EXPT: @~6.9!:~11.8!:~15.2!:~15.8!:~14.8!:~12.1!:~7.0!#; ~b!
THEORY: ~7.0!:~12.0!:~15.0!:~48.0!:~230.0!:~36.0!:~214.0!,
EXPT: @~7.3!:~12.7!:~18.0!:~49.0!:~225.3!:~34.5!:~212.5!#; ~c!
THEORY: ~14.0!:~212.0!:~45.0!:~216.0!:~45.0!:~212.0!:~14.0!,
EXPT: @~14.7!:~29.7!:~50.0!:~213.5!:~51.7!:~29.5!:~14.3!#; ~d!
THEORY: ~7.0!:~12.0!:~15.0!:~16.0!:~30.0!:~212.0!:~14.0!, EXPT:
@~7.0!:~12.6!:~15.6!:~17.8!:~27.8!:~29.2!:~12.7!#. Most of the errors
are within 10%. The errors are mainly due to rf inhomogeneity a
pulse imperfections. The transition selectivep pulses were of
Gaussian shape and of duration of 500ms. The rf power was ad-
justed for each transition to obtain a selectivep inversion. A gra-
dient pulse of 1 ms was used after the lastp pulse, to remove
unwanted coherences created due to pulse imperfections. The a
spectra were obtained by using a small-angle (10°) detection p
after the implementation of the logical operations. In each sp
trum, the linewidths at half maximum vary between 20 Hz and
Hz. All the spectra are shown after a Lorentzian line-broaden
function with 200-Hz broadening.
s

attached to each energy level, and once a labeling sch
has been chosen, it is consistently maintained througho
set of computations. It is therefore permitted to choos
labeling scheme that is most efficient for the desired se
computations. It is obvious that different labeling schem
are efficient for different sets of computations. An alterna
labeling scheme is suggested in Table III. The spin states
transition numbers, like in Table II, are in increasing ener
levels from the bottom to top, but the labeling of the levels
the third column, is different from that of Table II. With thi
modified labeling scheme~Table III!, the half-adder opera
tion is achieved by the sequence,

half-adder5p1p3p2 , ~5!

and the subtractor by

subtractor5p2p4p6 . ~6!

This leads to the optimum labeling for implementation
half-adder and subtractor operations for the present sys
The experimental implementation of the operations are gi
in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, respectively. The final populations ar
shown schematically on the right-hand sides~rhs!, and the
corresponding spectra, shown on the left-hand sides~lhs! of
Fig. 2. The modified populations are the result of the th
unitary transforms corresponding to the implemented circ
in each case. For example, for the half-adder@Fig. 2~b!#, the
first p pulse on transition 2 exchanges the populations
levels 13/2 and15/2, the secondp pulse on transition 3
exchanges the populations of levels13/2 and11/2 and fi-
nally the lastp pulse on transition 1 exchanges the popu
tions of levels17/2 and15/2. Thus the cascade of the abo
three selectivep pulses results in the population redistrib
tion as shown on the rhs in the Fig. 2~b!. Such a population
distribution results in a spectrum obtained by using a sm
angle (10°) pulse, as shown on the lhs of Fig. 2~b!. The
theoretically expected intensity ratios after the half-adder
eration are (7.0):(12.0):(15.0):(48.0):(230.0):(36.0):
(214.0), while the observed intensity ratios a
(7.3):(12.7):(18.0):(49.0):(225.3):(34.5):(212.5). This
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TABLE III. Input and output states of a half-adder and subtra
tor using an optimized labeling scheme The circuit diagrams
half-adder and subtractor operations are shown in Fig. 1. The ou
of the Toffoli (C2-NOT! gate isA85A,B85B,C85C% (A`B).
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confirms the half-adder operation. For the subtractor op
tion the three transition selective pulses commute and ca
applied in any order. Starting from the equilibrium popu
tion shown in Fig. 2~a!, thep6 exchanges the population o
25/2 and23/2 levels, thep4 those of21/2 and 1/2 levels
and thep2 those of levels13/2 and15/2, respectively, re-
sulting in the populations shown on the right-hand side
Fig. 2~c!. These, measured by a small-angle (10°) pu
yield the spectrum shown on the lhs of Fig. 2~c!. The theo-
retically expected intensity ratios are (14.0
(212.0):(45.0):(216.0):(45.0):(212.0):(14.0), and the
observed ratios are, (14.7):(29.7):(50.0):
(213.5):(51.7):(29.5):(14.3), confirming the subtracto
operation. It may be mentioned thatp3 andp1 in half-adder
operation, and all the pulses of the subtractor operation, c
mute and can be applied simultaneously, using a modula
Thus the half-adder operation reduces to two noncommu
operations and the subtractor to a single operation.

The result of a Toffoli gate can also be easily imp
mented with the new labeling scheme. Table III contains
result of a C2-NOT operation on the third qubit. This i
achieved experimentally by a single-transition selectivep2
pulse and the result is shown in Fig. 2~d!. It may be men-
tioned that the C2-NOT on the third qubit can also be easi
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achieved with the conventional labeling of Table II by usi
a p7 pulse.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the use of an oriented spin-7/2
three-qubit system. Using such a system, the quantum h
adder, subtractor, and C2-NOT operations have been exper
mentally implemented by utilizing transition selective inve
sion pulses. The number of pulses needed for th
operations have been minimized by an optimized labeling
the eigenstates of the spin system. In strongly coupled sp
the identification of a spin as a qubit no longer holds. In su
cases one can still carry out various logical operations w
arbitrary labeling schemes, as will be shown elsewhere@43#.
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